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Where do you find the 
log in information?

Posted in ilearn
(Class Codes) OR

Parent Email
(Child-specific

Passwords)



When?
If you don’t 
already have 
it, you will 
have it by 

Friday!

Really 
soon!



How are we using 
these platforms?



Kindergarten

q Students will be assessed and assigned a 
reading level. 

q Then, they will use RAZ kids for 
independent reading on their remote 
learning days.

q Enrichment Only. No Lessons

q Bitmoji Bookroom with clickable links 
to read alouds.

q Supports the current TC reading unit:
Emergent Storybooks.



1st Grade

q 2-3x/week for Independent Reading. (Level Up 
Assignment)

q Optional Free Reading (The Book Room)
q Guided Reading and follow up activities. (Assignments)
q Occasional Assessments (Flight Check)

q Supplemental resource for independent reading
q We will create curated book collections to support our 

Social Studies, Reading, Writing and SEL units.

q 3-5x/week for Lessons and Independent 
Practice on Remote days.

q Please stay on pace with the lessons assigned. 
(Don’t zoom ahead!)

q “Morning Work”, a quick warm up for the day to review 
previously taught content or pre-teach a new concept.

q Optional extra practice in Math and ELA.
q Typing instruction, so cool!



2nd Grade

q 3-5x/week for Video Lessons in ELA
q Created by Teacher’s College. Supplements our 

Reading and Writing Curriculum.
q Link will be posted in the assignment on ilearn, but

students will need the class code (already provided 
to them!)

q 3-5x/week for Lessons and Independent 
Practice.

q Please stay on pace with the lessons assigned. 
(Don’t zoom ahead!)

q Epic and Raz will be used for independent reading 
q students will have a choice of which platform they want to 

use unless it is explicitly stated in the assignment which one
they should use.



My Log-ins My Zooms

Write it all 
down now!

epic: class code lyz1621 T-F 12:00 Remote ELA zoom 
with Ms. Reyes


